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2002 Conference Exhibitors (Dec)
AICP Sponsorship Program Extended! (Dec)
AICP Welcomes Its Newest Members (Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec)
AK Auto Insurance Plan Requires Producer Registration (Jun)
AL Health Insurance Regulation Hearing (Dec)
AL Producer Appointments (Dec)
AK Proposes Amendments To Commercial Lines Rules (Jun)
AK Requires Auto Proof Of Insurance (Sep)
AK Requires Availability Of Short Term Auto Policies (Sep)
AK Requires Consumer Credit Reporting (Dec)
AK Revises Insurance Licensing System (Mar)
AK Revises Substance Abuse Coverage Levels (Mar)
AL Issues Credit Scoring Consumer Alert (Sep)
AL Prompt Pay Amended (Mar)
AL Requires Insurers To Circulate Bulletins (Jun)
AL Title Insurance Act (Mar)
AR Clarifies Position On Sales Taxes On Total Loss (Jun)
AR Discontinues Snail-Mail For Bulletins & Directives (Sep)
AR External Review Regulation (Dec)
AR Outlines Conditions for Approval Mold Exclusions (Jun)
AR Regulates Use Of Credit History (Sep)
AR Requires Changes to WC Retrospective Rating Plans (Jun)
AR Requires Fire Protection Rating (Sep)
AR Requires In-State Registered Office (Mar)
AR Requires NAIC Number On ID Cards (Mar)
AR Standards For Safeguarding Customer Information (Dec)
AZ Allows Captives (Sep)
AZ Revises WC Filing Requirements (Sep)
AZ Revises Weekly WC Rates (Sep)
AZ Terrorism Exclusions (Mar)
AZ Adopts Use & File For Life & Annuity Forms (Mar)
AZ Bulletins Published (Mar)
AZ DOI Reports Available on Web (Dec)
AZ Implements Electronic Mailing List (Dec)
AZ Increases Property Damage Threshold (Mar)
AZ Publishes Legislative Summary (Jun)
AZ Reminds Insurers Of Notification Requirements (Jun)
CA Amends Cal-COBRA Program (Dec)
CA Changes WC Laws (Sep)
CA Enacts Property Claims Settlement Law (Mar)
CA Implements New Online Publication Subscription Service (Dec)
CA Increases Fee Schedule (Sep)
CA Paid Family Leave Law (Dec)
CA Releases New Medicare Supplement Insurance Guide (Dec)
CA Reporting Of WC Deductible As Taxable Premiums In (Jun)
CA Requires Auto Fraud Inspections (Sep)
CA Requires Drug Access For Life-Threatening Illnesses (Dec)
CA Requires Internet Access For Healthcare Grievances (Dec)
CA Requires Limited Special Open Enrollment (Dec)
CA Requires Notice Of Breach Of Computerized Data (Dec)
CA Requires Timely Access To Health Care Services (Dec)
CA WC Revised Pure Premium Rates And Regulations (Dec)
CA Can You Believe This? (Jun)
CO Amends Requirements For No-Fault Cover (Sep)
CO Bulletins (Mar)
CO Defines “Clean Claim” For Health Care Coverage (Dec)
CO Regulation Of Insurance Producers (Mar)
CO Restricts Property Inclusions & Nonrenewal (Sep)
CO WC Loss Costs Post Decrease For Second Year (Dec)
CT Accepts SERFF Filings (Mar)
CT Changes To Producer Licensing (Dec)
CT Finalizes Privacy Regulations (Sep)
CT Reminds Insurers Of USA Patriot Act (Jun)
CT Requires 3rd Party Notice (Sep)
DC Allows Limited Property Mold Exclusion (Mar)
DC Approves Terrorism Exclusions (Mar)
DC Enacts “Mini-COBRA” For Small Employers (Mar)
DC Requires Warning on Limited Benefit Coverage (Jun)
DC Update (Mar)
DE Bulletin Outlines Rate Filing Requirements for P&C Lines (Dec)
DE Clarifies “Patient’s Bill of Rights” Law (Sep)
DE Issues Bulletin On RBC Reporting (Jun)
DE Regulation Addresses Claims Arbitration and Internal Review, New (Jun)
DE Revises Agent Licensing Fees (Sep)
DE Revises List Of Approved Driving Courses (Sep)
DE Will No Longer Mailer Hard Copies Of General Notices (Sep)
E-Mail Alerts (Sep)
E-Mail Alerts “WOW” Membership (Sep)
FL Announces 2002 Legislative Changes (Sep)
FL Cancellation Of P&C Products (Mar)
FL Consumer Complaint Handling (Dec)
FL Credit Insurance Law (Dec)
FL Filings On The Web (Dec)
FL Finalizes Revised PIP Benefits Notice (Mar)
FL Forms Department of Financial Services (Sep)
FL Governor Signs Windstorm Bill (Jun)
FL HMO Prompt Pay Changes (Dec)
FL Launches Iportal (Dec)
FL Moves WC Into Department of Insurance (Sep)
FL Payment Of Claims Law (Sep)
FL Reminds Insurers of USA Patriot Act (Sep)
FL Residential Construction Mitigation Program (Dec)
FL Sets Return Premium Requirements For Cancellations (Sep)
FL Supplemental Reporting System (Dec)
FL Warns HMOs On Unfair Claims Practices (Dec)
Financial Report For The AICP (Jun)
GA Issues Bulletin Concerning USA Patriot Act of 2001 (Jun)
GA Provides UM Guidance (Mar)
GA Refuses Personal Lines Terrorism Exclusions (Mar)
Health Insurance: What Is A “Pre-existing Condition?” (Sep)
HI Changes Producer Licensing (Jun)
HI Warns Insurers To Comply With First Dollar Auto Coverage Mandate (Dec)
How Can I Get Fast Breaking Insurance Department News? (Jun)
IA Filing Procedures Available (Jun)
IA: Licensing Technicalities Shouldn’t Affect LTC Coverage (Sep)
IA Revises Cancellation & Nonrenewal Notice Requirements (Sep)
IA Using Deemer Provisions On P-C Forms (Jun)
ID Legislative Summary (Jun)
ID Passes Credit History Restrictions (Mar)
ID Proposes Final Privacy Rules (Sep)
ID Releases Credit History Rule (Dec)
IL Announces Mold Exclusion Filing Procedures (Dec)
IL Announces USA Patriot Act Delay (Jun)
IL Changes Depreciation For Farm Mutuals (Dec)
IL Claims Fraud Law (Mar)
IN Restricts Use Of Credit History (Sep)
IN Standards For Health History (Jun)
Index to AICP Journal 2001, Volume 16 (Mar)
Index to Advertisers (Mar)
Internal Audit As A Key Compliance Resource (Dec)
It’s Hard To Be Humble… (Mar)
KS Revises Association Nonrenewal Requirements (Sep)
KY 2002 Insurance Legislation (Sep)
KY 2002 Session Laws (Sep)
KY Names New Deputy Commissioner for Health (Mar)
KY Posts Implementation Plans For Agent Licensing Changes (Sep)
LA Allows Mold Exclusions (Mar)
LA Changes Filing Fees (Sep)
LA Clarifies Driver Exclusion Requirements (Sep)
LA Reconciles Form Approval Conflicts (Sep)
LA Revises P&C Filing Requirements (Jun)
LA Revises Rating Commission Authority (Sep)
LA Stop-Loss Requires Changes (Mar)
Lennon Award Presented To Joseph “Joe” Bieniek (Dec)
Life & Health Checklists Chart Added To WWW.AICP.NET (Dec)
MA Approves FAIR Plan Rates (Dec)
MA Delays Inspection Requirements (Sep)
MA Mental Health Benefits (Mar)
MA Reminder Concerning Solicitation and Sale of Unapproved Health Insurance (Sep)
MA Revises Group Marketing Statute (Mar)
MA Requirements On Adverse Determinations, Review & Appeals (Mar)
MA Reviews Waiver Requirements (Mar)
MA State Rating Bureau Rejects Auto Insurers Rate Request (Dec)
MA Swears In New Commissioner of Insurance (Jun)
MA: Unadmitted Health Coverage Counts For Portability Rule (Mar)
MD Allows Long-Term Secondary Guarantees in Universal Life Products (Jun)
MD Amends Long Term Care Regulation (Jun)
MD Allows Terrorism Exclusions (Mar)
MD Forms Available Online (Mar)
MD Issues Bulletin Regarding Disclosure of Claims History Consideration (Jun)
MD Issues Individual Health Insurance Regulations (Mar)
MD Issues Privacy Regulations (Mar)
MD L&H Session Laws 2002 (Sep)
MD Publishes Legislative Summary (Jun)
MD Regulatory Update (Jun)
MD Restricts Use Of Credit History For Underwriting And Rating (Sep)
MD Revises Premium Requirements For Children's Health Insurance Program (Dec)
MD Small Group Requirements Effective July 1, 2002 (Jun)
MD Warns On Personal Lines Moratoria (Dec)
ME Changes Data Requirements For Small Group & Individual Health Insurance (Jun)
ME Enacts Mandatory Auto Discount For Safe Mature Drivers (Mar)
ME On-Line Professional License Information (Sep)
ME Revises Data Reporting Requirements (Mar)
MI Outlines Requirements For Title Insurance Escrow Accounts (Sep)
MI Requires New Filing Procedures (Mar)
MI Warns On Medicaid Announces WC Filing Procedures (Jun)
MN Clarifies Commercial Renewal Statute (Mar)
MN Issues Crop hail Bulletin (Dec)
MN Revises Life & Health Filing Procedures (Mar)
MN Sets WC Filing Procedures (Sep)
MO Draft Emergency Rule For Disasters (Dec)
MO Guidelines for deductible WC Policies (Mar)
MO Warns On WC Schedule Rating Credits (Mar)
MS Changes Creditor Placed and Credit Property Insurance Requirements (Jun)
MS Med Mal Tort Reform (Dec)
MS Takes Position On Punitive Damages (Mar)
NAIC Addresses Terrorism Exclusions In Life and A&H Contracts (Jun)
NAIC Provides Guidelines for Terrorism Exclusions in P&C Contracts (Mar)
NC Changes Form and Rate Review Process For L&H (Jun)
NC L&H Form Approvals (Dec)
NC Requires Escrow Account For PPA Filing (Mar)
NC Requires Health Insurance Changes For Anti-Assignment Clauses (Sep)
NE Amends Filing Procedures (Dec)
NE Court Certifies State Law To U.S. District Court (Sep)
NE Sets WC Residual Market Load (Jun)
NH Approves WC LC (Mar)
NH Mandates Display of Toll-Free Number On Claim Forms (Jun)
NH Rating Plans & Underwriting Guidelines (Sep)
NH Warns On Small Group Health Underwriting (Mar)
NH Workers’ Compensation Rate Hearing (Dec)
NJ Adds New Deductible Levels To Mandated Individual Health Plans (Dec)
NJ Allows Limited Mold Exclusions (Sep)
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SC Changes PPA Rules For Emergency Responders (Jun)
SC Q&A For External Review Act (Mar)
SC Restricts Use Of Credit Scoring For PPA (Jun)
SD Revises Commercial Nonrenewal Requirement (Jun)
SERFF Enhancements (Dec)
Sponsors (Dec)
Strategic Planning (pictures) (Sep)
Special Invitation To Insurance Regulators, A (Mar)
Terrorism Risk Insurance Act Signed Into Law (Dec)
TX Adopts Amendments To Definition Of Underinsured Motor Vehicle (Sep)
TX Adopts Endorsement to Modify Mold Coverage (Jun)
TX Adopts UETA (Mar)
TX Adopts WC Changes (Dec)
TX Filing Requirements (For-Profit Nursing Homes) (Dec)
TX Implements Mile-Based Rating Plan (Mar)
TX Issues Reminder to Long Term Care Insurers (Jun)
TX Issues Reminder to P-C Insurers (Jun)
TX Reminds Of Surety Bond Requirements (Dec)
TX Revises Consumer Bill Of Rights (Sep)
UT Clarifies Prima Facie Rates for Open-End Loans (Jun)
UT Discretionary Clauses (Sep)
UT Enacts Credit Score Restrictions (Mar)
UT Insurance Department 2002 Legislation (Mar)
UT Insurance Department Update (Dec)
UT Revises Fees (Jun)
VA Advises Insurers Of Responsibilities Under USA Patriot Act Of 2001 (Sep)
VA Amends Privacy Provisions For Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Services Modernization Act (Sep)
VA Approves P&C Terrorism Exclusion (Mar)
VA Details Licensing Information For Producers In Armed Services (Mar)
VA Mandates Benefits For Reconstructive Breast Surgery Following A Mastectomy (Sep)
VA Proposes Minimum Standards For Medicare Supplement Policies (Dec)
VA Removes Mandatory Maximum Co-payment Requirements For HMOs (Dec)
VA Sets Hearing On WC Premium Level Adjustments (Dec)
VA Sets WC Rates (Mar)
VA Updates Rules For Reporting Requirements Applicable to Mandated Benefits and Providers - 2001 Reporting Period (Dec)
VA Valentine’s Day Deadline for Membership Directory (Dec)
VT Decision Sets 6 Year Limit For COBRA Claims (Mar)
VT Discontinues Routine Fire Loss Reporting (Sep)
VT Proposes Health Insurance Microfiche Requirement (Dec)
VT Withdraws Prohibition On Punitive Damage Exclusions (Jun)
VA Approves Rules Restricting Use Of Credit History (Sep)
VA Insurance Company Filings Internet Retrieval (Dec)
VA Legislative Summary (Jun)
VA Passed Credit History Law (Mar)
VA Revises LTC Review Procedures (Dec)
VA Term Life Attained Age Rating Plans (Jun)
What A Winner It Was! (Dec)
WI Advises Of Position On Mold Coverage (Sep)
WI Changes P&C Rate/Rule Filing Procedures (Mar)
WI Clarifies Diabetes Coverage (Dec)
WI Emergency Mental Health Services (Dec)
WI IRO Standards (Jun)
WI Restructures Filing Fees (Jun)
WY Makes Unemployment Insurance Changes (Jun)
WY Makes WC Changes (Jun)
WY Posts Report Forms (Dec)

**2002**

**Index to Advertisers**

**AAIS**
Phone: 800-564-AAIS
(Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec)

**ComplianceStar**
Phone: 800-589-1171
(Sep, Dec)

**KT Enterprises**
Phone: 317-422-5249
(Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec)

**Hause Actuarial Solutions**
Phone: 877-685-0180
(Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec)

**ISO, Inc.**
Phone: 800-888-4476
(Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec)

**Oden Insurance Services, Inc.**
Phone: 800-633-5289
(Mar, Jun, Sep)

**Uniform Information Services, Inc.**
Phone: 877-609-6778
(Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec)

**W.N. Gates Company**
Phone: 440-243-7040
(Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec)